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Electronics architecture changed in high luminosity context (Run II)
Goal : Suppress the segmented data view of calorimeters (HCAL, ECAL) and its associated data loss, then
replace it by an architecture where all data are available to one FPGA computing element at a time.
Granularity of data available to algorithms increased by a factor of 16. Allows more sophisticated
algorithms to improve trigger performance.
Advantages : Full event available, allows extra flexibility for the algorithms with enhanced granularity,
online pileup mitigation.
Solutions : The implementation of the first dedicated “Time Multiplexing Trigger” is an original solution
adopted by the CMS collaboration. Hardware architecture based on two layers processing electronics, 10
BX (25ns) pipeline depth for computing at Layer-2. Very large programmable FPGA components are
available with many High speed serial links at 10 Gb/s. The processor cards CPT7 and MP7 developed by
the CMS collaboration, to implement these solutions which are based on the MicroTCA standard.

Improved triggering algorithms
Data formatting and pre-processing (PP) at Layer-1. Electron Gamma (EG),Tau,
Jets, ET and MET deployed at Layer-2 within the Master Processing (MP) cards.
Dynamic clustering with shape constraints, dynamic isolation, clustering merging,
calibration, etc.. are used to enhance the performance of trigger required in a high
luminosity context. Compared to LHC RUN I (2010-2012), up to 30% of
improvement on energy resolution and a rate trigger reduction by a factor 2 has
been obtained in simulation for EG.
Challenge : Detectors are read in Phi (azimuth angle) axis. The data are
transmitted as a set of 144 words of 16 bits at 240 MHz during 4,3 Bx (BX=25ns) .
For each data entry, a pipelined electronic is used to compute physics trigger
objects at the same speed that a set of data arrives.

Firmware development at Layer-2
Collaboration : Developed in close collaboration between Imperial College, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, University of Bristol in UK and LLR in France. Two main parts
are distinct : Core and Algorithm firmware. UK group have responsibility for Core, Jets, ET and MET algorithm sub parts, LLR have EG and Tau sub parts. Imperial College
ensures the integration of all parts to produce the downloading image of global firmware into a XC7V690T FPGA Xilinx device.
Methods, Tools : CACTUS project from CERN is used for SoftWare and FirmWare repository and tracking system. IPbus standard and uHAL developed at CERN are
elements of the software parts. SVN tool is absolutely necessary in a context of high number of source codes and designers.
Technologies : As many adder function as possible are used in clustering, special attention was taken to reuse components : sharing objects or results between different sub
blocks or dedicated writing style of code can save resources or pipeline levels. The implementation of generic components is useful in such a large design relying on multi
instance and multi size concepts.
Specific simulated data injected using a test bench is a good first test necessary to verify the functionalities of the algorithms in particular cases. But a thorough test needs to
cover more cases for a correct simulation check. An automated test pattern generation and associated checks have been developed by the UK groups and shared with all
designers to simulate different parts of the algorithms.
Simulation with automatic checking

Research of optimization : data for test, architecture, resources

Source code development, analysis, etc..

Physical Test Bench
Based on the use of the processor cards inserted in the same MicroTCA crate, different parts of the firmware
can be grouped or individually loaded onto a card. Pattern injection from Layer-1 to Layer-2 and then through
the Demux in order to reach the GlobalTrigger level can be tested at the nominal speed. Patterns can be created
from a physics data set from Run I. Thus, a comparison can be done to analyze the performance enhancement
of the new trigger architecture.
Trigger Timing and Control (TTC) system is used to test the synchronization mechanisms in the hardware and
in the firmware. Optical harness with optical patch panel cabling are set up as in the final installation. The real
data delay between processor cards are taken into account and allow flexibility of the interconnect card or for
testing several functionalities.
Software tools have been developed for testing purpose. Thus incoming or outputting data flow can be
dumped, transfers or computing control can be launched, bandwidth data flow can be measured, etc..
Conclusion : In parallel with the existing trigger system, the flexible implementation of this new system could
be rapidly deployed, with minimum risks and after its validation on real data at beginning of RUN II.
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